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Innovation matters. However, it’s no secret that new product failure 

rates – especially in the grocery sector – are incredibly high. In fact, 

our research shows that in the past two years, only 48 out of 10,700 

innovation launches in the Australian grocery sector have turned out 

to be ‘breakthrough innovation’. 

To fit the bill for ‘breakthrough innovation’, the product must be 

distinctive, relevant and have endurance. 

This report highlights selected breakthrough innovations and tells 

the story of how every company can achieve bigger and better 

innovation success.

Successful innovation can often be the key to delivering real 

incremental dollar growth to a mature category or manufacturer who 

is trying to compete in a low growth environment–it’s critical to get 

right and it’s astounding how many get it wrong. 

Breakthrough innovation takes practice, a focus on the fundamentals, 

and creativity. It takes attention to detail and a passion for turning 

great ideas into products that consumers want. 

Innovation leadership is what is necessary to ensure that today’s 

flagship brands do not become tomorrow’s ghost ship brands. And, 

with one-in-four new products staying not on the shelf after the first 

year, it’s not an easy initiative that many can get right. 

Innovation is a science, not luck or magic. We have never had the 

benefit of better innovation knowledge or better innovation tools 

than we do today, and we need to put them all to work–right now.

THAIS GIll

InnovATIon PrAcTIce 

leAder, PAcIfIc

WELCoME

Thais Gill 
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Arnott’s shApEs  
light & crispy (4 sKu)

pg 26 �

 CONNOISSEUR 
EMpIRE 

COLLECTION  
ICE CREAM (5 SKU)

hElgA’s lowEr 
cArb brEAd (3 sKu)

pg 28 �

old El pAso  
stAnd ‘n stuff (2 sKu)

pg 30 �

gipslAnd twist  
yoghurt (5 sKu)

mccAin hEAlthy 
choicE rEAdy 

mEAls (8 sKu)

NIELSEN  
breakThrouGh innovaTion  
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� = SEE wINNER SpOTLIghTS
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SANITARIUM wEET-BIX 
gLUTEN FREE CEREAL 

(1 SKU)

nicE & nAturAl 
nuts bAr (9 sKu)

tip top cAfÉ 
brEAd (2 sKu)

impEriAl lEAthEr 
body wAsh (9 sKu)

� = SEE wINNER SpOTLIghTS

C o n g r A t u l A t i o n s 

The MakinG oF winners:
nielsen breakThrouGh innovaTion CriTeria

DISTINCTIVENESS 

deliver a new value proposition to the market. This measure helps the initiative to stand out on 

increasingly cluttered shelves as well as increase the chances of the initiative to be incremental. 

RELEVANCE 
relevance is willingness to spend and ability to generate broad penetration. An initiative must have 

generated a minimum of $4.5 million AUd in annualised first year sales.

ENDURANCE 
Achieve at least 90% of year-one sales in 2015. This measure confirms a sustained level of consumer 

demand while allowing for some decline in revenue during the transition from trial to adoption.
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our PurPoSE
to CElEBrAtE HigH ACHiEVEMEnt 

The primary objective of this report is to recognise the key ingredients 

for high achievement. It is highly revealing to get first-hand insights 

into how companies are diligent in driving high performance 

innovation within their organisations. 

our worK on thE brEAKthrough innovAtion 
rEport hAs crEAtEd A much dEEpEr comprEhEnsion 

of innovAtion in thE AustrAliAn mArKEt.

did you Know thAt 53% of products on grocEry 
shElvEs todAy wErE lAunchEd in thE LAST FIvE 
yEARS? this product churn ExErts significAnt 

strEss on thE supply chAin And on thE rEsourcEs 
of mAnufActurErs And rEtAilErs AliKE. 
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of nEw 
products do 
not mAKE it 
pAst yEAr 1 of 
lAunch

of thosE thAt do mAKE it pAst 
thE yEAr 1 mArK,

Breakthrough products, however, show the potential for longevity and category growth.

25% 
35% will not AchiEvE thE 

sAmE lEvEl of sAlEs As thE 
prEvious yEAr.

And, thE stAKEs ArE high

The nielsen Global new Product Innovation Survey found that around the world, consumers have a strong appetite 

for innovation. In fact, close to three-in-five (57%) global consumers said they had bought a new product in their last 

grocery shop. Australian consumers, by comparison, appear more sceptical when it comes to trying out new products, 

falling 20 percentage points below the global average of 37%.

And this air of caution extends to the key motivating factors and limitations behind trialling new products. only a 

quarter (26%) of Australian consumers said they were early purchasers of new product innovation (compared to 39% 

globally), while more than half (52%) said they would wait until the innovation has proven itself before buying. Trust in 

established or known brands is extremely important with 58% saying they preferred to buy new products from familiar 

brands and 54% preferred to purchase new products from local or large global brands.

nEw tEchnologiEs And An incrEAsingly globAlisEd world rEquirEs 
brAnds to rEthinK thEir product mArKEting strAtEgiEs. humAn insight 
rEmAins globAl, And mArrying thAt to locAl culturAl insight is thE 
swEEt spot for grEAt product innovAtion.

Mike nolan, 

ceo of Product of the Year

whEn it comEs to purchAsing nEw products
%of rEspondEnts thAt AgrEE with thE follwErs stAtEmEnts

i liKE it whEn mAnufActurErs 
offEr nEw product options

i Am An EArly purchAsEr of 
nEw product innovAtion

i wAit until A nEw innovAtion hAs 
provEn itsElf bEforE purchAsing

i prEfEr to buy nEw products 
from brAnds fAmiliAr to mE

i prEfEr to buy locAl brAnds 
ovEr lArgE globAl brAnds

62% / 54%

59% / 58%

60% / 49%

39% / 26%

42% / 54%

60% / 53%

59% / 52%

44% / 34%

50% / 55%

i Am willing to pAy A prEmium 
for innovAtivE products

i liKE to tEll othErs About nEw 
products i hAvE purchAsEd

globAl AustrAliA

i will purchAsE A storE brAnd or 
vAluE option whEn AvAilAblE

i Am gEnErAlly willing to 
switch to A nEw brAnd
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sCienCe ofThe
breakThrouGh  

They represent different 
business challenges and 
opportunities:
 
•	 Launching	new	technology	or	a	

disruptive	product	solution	across	
markets.

•	 Challenging	established	consumer	
habits.

•	 Returning	growth	and	value	to	a	
stagnant	category.	

2016

Breakthrough innovation winners in Australia are new brands and line 

extensions covering a wide range of product categories: bread, healthy 

snacks, ready meals, ice cream, dairy, Mexican food and health & beauty.
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LESSoNS LEarNED
aND aPPLIE D MaNagEMENt

INSIgh T dEvELOpMENT ACTIvATION

PErvaSIv E
LEAdERShIp

These breakthrough innovation winners are largely different 
to the new launches of its competitors and they all follow 
the demand-driven principles of innovation success:

•	 Great demand-driven insights often come from simple observations of 

reasons why people don’t use a product or even a category: what causes 

them stress, confusion or inconvenience, and what compromises they 

have to make. resolving these situations can be a big opportunity to 

uncover emerging or latent demand.

•	 demand-driven development leverages rigorous processes to enable 

lean development and remove waste. consumer feedback is essential 

to ensure relevance, differentiation and superiority. It helps prioritise 

strong initiatives and remove weak ones and confirms its fit with 

strategic objectives and volumetric potential.

•	 Successful activation brings the demand-driven insight to life. It 

leverages creative execution, packaging design, point-of-sale and a wide 

range of consumer engagement tactics to help consumers make the 

connection between a new product and the job to be done. engagement 

with trade partners and sustained support are essential.

Demand-Driven Innovation System

DEMaND-DrIvEN DEMaND-DrIvEN DEMaND-DrIvEN
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BREAKTHROUGH 
INNOVATION IS rare

10,770
of lAunchEs in 2014…
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BreAKTHroUGH InnovATIon IS rAre. But, 
is it a coincidence of unpredictable events and 
luck? The findings of our investigation is clear: 
innovation is neither magic nor random. There is 
a causal mechanism that reveals why consumers 
pull brands into their lives, and that is the job to 
be done. Successful innovation resolves poorly 
performed jobs in consumers’ lives, making the 
products relevant in a distinctive and compelling 
way.

THIS REPORT IS FOCUSED ON JOBS THEORY:
THE CORE OF DEMAND-DRIVEN INNOVATION 
AND THE CAUSAL MECHANISM OF 
SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION.

48  
ITEMS
mEt thE 
rEquirEmEnts to 
EArn thE titlE  
“brEAKthrough 
innovAtion”
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how 
innovaTions 
suCCeed
In order to understand what causes a person to consume a particular 

product in a given situation, we need to understand what the 

consumer desires in that particular circumstance. It turns out that 

people don’t so much buy products; they hire them to perform jobs 

in their lives. consumers pull brands into their lives to address 

circumstances in which they need some help to resolve a struggle or 

fulfill an aspiration—to make progress. consequently, for marketers 

to develop successful innovations, they need a deep understanding 

that centres neither on the consumer nor on the product, but rather 

on the circumstance. What causes a person to consume is neither the 

identifiable qualities of the consumer (such as demographics) nor the 

product attributes, but rather it is the circumstance-specific job to be 

done. So what exactly is a “job” in the context of innovation?
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sigh.

how big is the 
large again?

$

hurry
up!

The criteria that people apply 
in evaluating “job candidates” 
(i.e., potential solutions).

Understanding the job 
dramatically reconfigures 
category structure and 
competitors. For a given job, 
consumers regularly consider 
an array of solutions that 
extends well beyond a given 
store aisle—and often beyond 
the store as well.

Remember: criteria are always 
circumstance specific. 

The functional, emotional, 
and social dimensions of 
benefit that collectively 
constitute the ideal solution
for the job: the “job spec,” 
or blueprint for successful 
innovation.

Breakthrough Winners nail poorly performed jobs:
Co eehouse taste without the co eehouse hassle.

IC
E

D
C
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F
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A
D

Y
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R
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Who, when, where 

Desired progress, 
outcome, experience, 
or solution

Complication, compromise, trade-o , or struggle

1. Buying and using a product that imperfectly performs the job
2. Cobbling together a workaround solution involving multiple products
3. Nonconsuming compensatory behavior
Remember: Sometimes the struggle is discernable and quite clear; other times, especially when 
consumers have developed compensating routines, the struggle is far less obvious. 

CIRCUMSTANCE COMPENSATING BEHAVIOR CRITERIA SOLUTION

it’s morning... it’s hot out... 
an iced co ee would be great... 

too complicated... time consuming... 
can never get the flavour right

they always mess up my order... it costs 
too much... don’t like waiting in line

don’t want 
to go to 
the co ee
shop...

make 
my own? ICED

COFFEE

READY

TO DRINK

ICED
COFFEE

READY

TO DRINK

ICED
COFFEE

READY

TO DRINK

Wow! It’s like they’ve 
been reading my mind.

is that
new?

DIRECTLY VERIFIABLE ELEMENTS INCLUDE: ELEMENTS THAT NEED TO BE INFERRED INCLUDE:

crite
ria 

are ALWAYS

circumstance 

speci�c

just go 
without?

drink hot co ee?

JoBS thEorY

 
 

whaT is a Job? whY are Jobs so iMPorTanT?
A “job” is the progress that 
an individual seeks in a given 
circumstance.

The job to be done generates 
the energy required for someone 
to take an action, such as pull 
a brand into his or her life or 
develop a compensating routine.

While many of the jobs in our 
lives have adequate solutions, 
successful innovations resolve 
circumstances of struggle and 
fulfill unmet aspirations: they 
perform jobs that formerly had 
only inadequate or non-existent 
solutions.

Because jobs occur in the flow 
of daily life, the circumstance 
is the essential unit of 
innovation work— not customer 
characteristics, product attributes, 
new technology, or trends.

Understanding the job reveals why 
(the cause) people purchase and 
use products and services, as well 
as why they sometimes behave in 
ways that involve no purchase at 
all (non-consumption).

Innovation initiatives that are 
organised to resolve well-defined 
yet poorly performed jobs proceed 
with purpose and efficiency. 
conversely, initiatives untethered 
to specific jobs lack meaning and 
proceed haphazardly, if at all.

viewing the marketplace through 

the lens of consumers’ jobs to 

be done redefines categories 

(typically far larger than 

conventionally envisioned) and 

reframes competitors (typically 

more numerous and diverse than 

conventionally considered).

Jobs Theory focuses the insight 
process on the search for 
circumstances of struggle,unmet 
aspirations, and pools of  
non-consumption. demand-driven 
insights identify poorly performed 
jobs.

Jobs Theory creates a shared 
purpose and common language 
that facilitates communication and 
integration across diverse functional 
areas. A well-defined job enables 
efficient development as well as 
inmarket success.

whaT does a Job look like?
yOU CAN vISUALISE A CIRCUMSTANCE IN whICh A jOB ARISES AS A ShORT 
STORyBOARd CApTURINg ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS. SOME OF ThESE ELEMENTS CAN BE 
dIRECTLy vERIFIEd, ANd OThERS NEEd TO BE INFERREd ANd vALIdATEd.

JoBS thEorY
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wanT To see 
Jobs TheorY 
in aCTion?

 

JoBS thEorY

Breakthrough Winners are masters of understanding consumer struggles 
and nailing down solutions that resolve them. our Spotlight Section features 
stories of selected winners from Australia. Their stories differ, but they all 
have something in common: They nail jobs.  

•	 The	essential	unit	of	
innovation	work	is	the	
consumer	circumstance;	
not	product	attributes,	
consumer	characteristics,	
or	trends.

•	 Because	the	
circumstance	exists	
before	any	innovation	
enters	the	world,	some	
compensating	behaviour	
must	be	“fired”	in	order	
for	a	new	solution	to	
be	“hired.”	For	every	
innovation	initiative,	
managers	should	know	
what	will	be	fired	and	
why—the		
circumstance-specific	

consumer	criteria	for	
making	choices.

•	 As	noted,	all	products	
can	be	viewed	as	
services	that	successfully	
resolve	circumstances	of	
consumer	struggle.

•	 The	“job	spec”	reveals	
the	benefit	bundle	that	
will	perfectly	address	the	
circumstance.	The	job	
spec	is	the	innovation	
blueprint.	Identifying	a	
job	provides	remarkable	
clarity	to	the	innovation	
process,	enabling	
bigger	wins,	faster	
development,	and	fewer	

misfires.

•	 Because	jobs-based	
innovation	systematically	
eliminates	waste,	jobs-
based	innovation	is	lean	
innovation.	Risk	tolerance	
is	not	a	quality	of	successful	
innovators.

•	 Innovation	risk	is	a	function	
of	failing	to	nail	a	poorly	
performed	job.	Risk	level	
is	independent	of	any	
investment	requirements.

•	 While	technologies,	
priorities,	and	daily	
routines	evolve,	jobs	remain	
relatively	stable	over	time.

Remember!

sigh.

how big is the 
large again?

$

hurry
up!

The criteria that people apply 
in evaluating “job candidates” 
(i.e., potential solutions).

Understanding the job 
dramatically reconfigures 
category structure and 
competitors. For a given job, 
consumers regularly consider 
an array of solutions that 
extends well beyond a given 
store aisle—and often beyond 
the store as well.

Remember: criteria are always 
circumstance specific. 

The functional, emotional, 
and social dimensions of 
benefit that collectively 
constitute the ideal solution
for the job: the “job spec,” 
or blueprint for successful 
innovation.

Breakthrough Winners nail poorly performed jobs:
Co eehouse taste without the co eehouse hassle.
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outcome, experience, 
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1. Buying and using a product that imperfectly performs the job
2. Cobbling together a workaround solution involving multiple products
3. Nonconsuming compensatory behavior
Remember: Sometimes the struggle is discernable and quite clear; other times, especially when 
consumers have developed compensating routines, the struggle is far less obvious. 
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nAmEnAmEnAmEnAmEnAmE

suCCessFul innovaTions 
resolve ConsuMer 
CirCuMsTanCes oF sTruGGle  — 
and Your ConCePT should Too
creating an appealing product concept is an important innovation milestone.  
A concept conveys the promise that the product will fulfill.

MOST CONCEpTS INCLUdE:*

hOwEvER, ONLy 1/3 
SUCCEEd IN pRE-
MARKET TESTINg.

= 2,000 concepts tested annually

whY? 
only

OF CONCEpTS FULLy 
dESCRIBE ThE CONSUMER’S 
CIRCUMSTANCE OF 
STRUggLE: 

the situation in which the innovation 
could help solve a problem or fulfill an 
aspiration. As a result, consumers fail 
to connect with the product idea.†

product 
bEnEfit

95%

consumEr 
insight

80% rEAson to  
bEliEvE

70%
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A COMpLETE CIRCUMSTANCE OF STRUggLE EXpLAINS:

who is 
struggling 

when thEy ArE 
struggling

where thEy ArE 
struggling

* based on an analysis of more than 600 concepts from 40 clients across 30 countries and 60 categories. concepts were coded by a 
panel of experts.
† many factors have been shown to contribute to concept success, including: collaborative ideation, testing a wide range of ideas 
with consumers, and conveying key messages in a clear, focused way.
‡ data based on nielsen’s factors for success concept testing framework, which is highly predictive of in-market success.

these concepts help to sharpen the 
connection between the “job to be done” 
in consumers’ lives and the product’s key 
messages and benefits. As a result, consumers 
are more likely to “hire” these products.

CONCEpTS ThAT CLEARLy EXpRESS A CIRCUMSTANCE OF 
STRUggLE pERFORM 58% BETTER‡

bE morE 
innovAtivE

bE morE 
rElEvAnt

hAvE An AdvAntAgE ovEr 
similAr products

bE of bEttEr 
vAluE

consumers perceive concepts with a complete circumstance of struggle to:
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JoBS thEorYJoBS thEorY

The insights that fuel breakthrough innovation reside in 
the circumstances of struggle and unmet aspirations 

abound in people’s lives. Many of our recurring tasks 
have perfectly adequate solutions, but periodically, each 
of us makes trade-offs or unconsciously employs some 
compensating f ix to perform the jobs that crop up so we 
can get on with our lives. Innovation opportunities lurk in 
these moments of compromise. 

In crowded consumer goods categories, these struggles, 
hassles, trade-offs, and unfulf illed aspirations may not 
look like much when consumers have found a work-
around. If asked, they may not even surface the problem, 
but they can certainly describe desired outcomes or 
progress they seek, and they can also reveal the array of 
solutions currently employed – their current compensating 
behaviours. By exploring current behaviours, marketers 
can uncover the requirements of the job, the real 
composition of category and competitors, and the relevant 
criteria consumers apply in making choices. 

Remember, most managers look at the world and see 
consumption, but innovators look out and see non-
consumption and compromises. Where can you f ind non-
consumption and compensating behaviours in consumers’ 
lives? How many breakthrough winners succeed in 
categories widely regarded as mature or declining? It’s not 
some, it’s most of them. So, challenge your assumptions. 

Mastering a new form of market research is not required 
to achieve breakthrough success. The trick is in learning 
how to look. If there’s one research technique most 
commonly applied by breakthrough winners, it’s empathy.

Job hunting
in thE wild
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JoBS thEorY
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thEsE 48 itEms AccountEd for 2.3% 
oF All nEW lAunCHEs sAlEs

is BrEAktHrougH innoVAtion  
HigH risk? 

With less than half of new items reaching longevity (sustained 

presence in the market for two years) the odds for success are steep. 

10,770 itEMs
lAunCHEd in 2014

4,456

8,066 

260 
48

of thEsE rEtAinEd or grEW 
sAlEs in thEir sECond yEAr

morE thAn Just A pAcK chAngE 
or simplE linE ExtEnsion

of thEsE wErE quAlifiEd As 
brEAKthrough innovAtion 

 itEMs WErE innoVAtion; 

stAyEd on sHElF todAy
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this yEAr’s brEAKthrough 
innovAtion winnErs, gEnErAtEd 
bEtwEEn 9-20% of incrEmEntAl 

growth for thEir cAtEgory, 
of which most wAs drivEn by 

incrEAsEd consumption. 

ArE innoVAtions driVing groWtH?
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w i n n E r

s p o t l i g h t s
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spotlight #1 
Arnott’s sHApEs ligHt & Crispy

spotlight #2 
HElgA’s loWEr CArB BrEAd

spotlight #3 
old El pAso stAnd ‘n stuFF
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s p o t l i g h t  # 1

arNott’S ShaPES  
LIght & CrISPY

iniTiaTive baCkGround
How did the idea come about for the new Light and Crispy Shapes products?
“The idea came from the opportunity to offer something a little bit better for 

consumers, to stay relevant in a world that is moving toward more permissible 

snacking. Being a biscuit, Shapes is oven baked, not fried and it also offers fill 

as well as flavour, so it’s a more satisfying snacking experience. There were 

already those inherent qualities, but we saw the opportunity to build on that 

with a different target.”
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Carina georgoulas - Consumer Insights Manager, Campbell Arnott’s

SPotLIght #1 | arnoTT’s shaPes liGhT & CrisPY

launCh Plans
What was your marketing strategy?
“We had a massive launch with very high levels of engagement with the 

retailer. The main elements of the launch were lots of in-store displays 

(over 8,000 at the time), some half-price activity and large scale sampling 

campaigns along with a significant Pr campaign. We also had above-

the-line advertising that helped us achieve awareness of the launch. This 

drove strong trial, and subsequent repeats. Since then we’ve produced and 

launched a new Tvc which has helped maintain strong sales by maintaining 

salience with our consumers.”

Did you keep that level of support throughout the second year?
“We have maintained quite a strong level of support especially compared to 

other year two launches. We really believe in the proposition and believe it 

is very relevant.”

After the launch, did you have to make any changes or optimise anything?
“We have kept the bundle as it is in terms of the actual product. We have 

launched a couple of new flavours, with Sour cream & chives doing 

particularly well. But overall, no major changes have been made.”

brand sTorY
For the f lavour prof iles of the new range, who was the main target?
“The Shapes light & crispy proposition is anchored in female snackers, so 

we made sure it was more a sophisticated offer but still stayed true to the 

Shapes propostion of offering popular flavours that people love. We wanted 

modern contemporary expressions; for example, our Balsamic vinegar & 

Sea Salt is a stepped up version of a well-loved flavour.”

Now that it has been in the market for a little while, do you think it’s 
appealing more to women or to everyone?
“It’s broadly appealing as we strived to keep the quality of flavour delivery 

that Shapes is known for. But it is about 60/40 females/males in terms of 

consumers. everyone can enjoy it because we still have great flavour - we 

have not made any compromises on that side. We have been able to bring 

women back into the Shapes franchise, which is positive.”

inTernal learninGs
As a result of the success, did you see any competitors follow you straight 
after?
“There was no immediate response from any of our near-in competitors. 

on a broader macro level, our competitors are constantly launching new 

flavours and other nPd…it certainly keeps us on our toes!”

 womEn lovE 
snAcKing And 
thEy lovE 
shApEs, but 
somE wErE 
dropping 
out bEcAusE 
thEy fElt 
shApEs wErE 
no longEr As 
rElEvAnt to 
thEm. this wAs 
pArtly bEcAusE 
pEoplE ArE 
looKing for 
lightEr And 
morE morE-
ish snAcKs, As 
wEll As morE 
contEmporAry 
rEAl food 
flAvours
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s p o t l i g h t  # 2

hELga’S  
LoWEr CarB BrEaD

iniTiaTive baCkGround
How did the initiative for a lower carb bread start?
“The idea first emerged from a Segmentation Study back in 2011. one of the key learnings was that a group of 

consumers were actively restricting their bread intake, or completely walking away from the bakery category. one of 

the key reasons they gave for this change was their desire to follow a healthy, balanced diet and their concern that 

carbs didn’t have a positive role to play in that diet. from qual research, we understood that when people want to 

lose weight or maintain a healthy weight, carbs are often the first thing to be reduced or dropped from their diet. for 

example, if they’d had toast for breakfast then they might not consider a sandwich for lunch, or would think twice about 

the sandwich because they considered it to be “too much bread” and therefore, too many carbs. When we introduced 

consumers to the idea of a great tasting lower-carb bread, there was overwhelming support for the idea - proactive carb 

restrictors viewed it as a great way to both enjoy bread and manage their carb intake, and non-restrictors saw it as the 

“smarter” bread choice.”
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SPotLIght #2 | helGa’s lower Carb bread

launCh Plans
Did you have any scepticism about the product from 
consumers?
“We researched the level of carb reduction with 

consumers to understand the optimal level to launch. The 

conclusion was that 25% was the ideal amount because 

it was high enough to be appealing and meaningful to 

consumers, but not so high that concerns were raised 

over the taste and texture of the bread, or how the 

reduction was achieved. even at the 30% level, consumers 

had taste concerns (would it still look and taste like 

bread?) and questions emerged about how the reduction 

was actually achieved. We were very focussed on giving 

consumers a delicious bread-eating experience, so the 

challenge for us was to maintain that great bread quality 

whilst also delivering a motivating carb reduction level. 

The carb reduction is achieved completely naturally 

(less wheat, more seeds) so it was essential for us that 

consumers were completely comfortable with process.”

Did you see cannibalisation?
“We’re pleased that the launch has been largely 

incremental to our core Helga’s range, adding $10million 

in retail sales in the past year alone. Analysis of the sales 

data showed that some buyers were existing Helga’s 

consumers who were adding the lower-carb variant to 

their existing repertoire. Importantly, the launch also 

brought lapsed category buyers back into the bread 

category by offering them a product that met their needs. 

When we supported the lower carb variant through 

comms, it definitely benefitted the Helga’s parent brand 

and brought a lot of modernity to that brand.”

After the launch, did you make any changes to the product 
or your plans?
“Post-launch we added a low GI claim to the packaging 

and were able to strengthen the protein claim as protein 

began to trend in the mainstream market. We launched 

with three variants and, since then, we have rotated one 

of those SKUs and launched a lower-carb wrap product to 

offer format variety to consumers.”

brand sTorY
What led you to choose Helga’s as the brand?
“We wanted to launch lower carb as a ‘mainstream’ bread 

offering, not a ‘hard-health’ niche variant. Helga’s is a 

large, well-established brand with strong taste and health 

credentials so it was the perfect brand for the lower-carb 

variant.” 

Was the business behind it from the beginning?
“Yes, because the segmentation and subsequent 

consumer research showed that carbs were a key reason 

for reduced bread consumption and people exiting the 

category. It was clear that a lower carb variant would 

incrementally grow the portfolio because it would target 

light and lapsed buyers and deliver real growth.’’ 

inTernal learninGs
Did you encounter any problems throughout the journey?
“It was a challenge for our r&d colleagues because we 

wanted a really great product that delivered the same 

delicious eating experience as regular Helga’s bread. 

There was also discussion and research conducted to 

determine which brand to leverage and how launch would 

fit into our portfolio and the Helga’s brand architecture.” 

Any f inal words to sum up the experience?
“It was a long journey, but once the decision to launch 

was made, it was executed quickly and efficiently. Helga’s 

lower carb was supported at launch and the business 

continues to support it through comms and at-shelf 

because we believe there is further opportunity for growth 

in the lower carb proposition.” 

Felicity winchester - Research and Insights Manager ANZ and  
Karen Sterling-Levis - head of Marketing - Baking, goodman Fielder
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s p o t l i g h t  # 3

oLD EL PaSo  
StaND ‘N Stuff

iniTiaTive baCkGround
How did you get started? 
“The Mexican food category has been popular in Australia 

for several years. We found that one limitation of this 

category for consumers was the mess that is involved 

in the process of making and eating a taco or burrito. 

Alongside this, with the growing interest in exotic and 

international foods, Australian consumers are not afraid 

to try new fillings and dishes. no longer is beef mince 

the standard filling, people are branching out into 

different spices, meats and sauces. naturally we wanted 

to embrace this development and create products that 

compliment this interest in culinary exploration.

We saw potential to differentiate ourselves from 

competitors with the creation of the flat bottomed old 

el Paso™ Stand ‘n Stuff™ flat Bottom Hard Shell Tacos. 

The Stand ‘n Stuff™ range has been hugely successful in 

Australia since the launch of the flat Bottom Hard Taco in 

2005, due to its clear format differentiation.”

How did the innovation come about? Was it from a new 
found R&D capability or to reach a strategic guide?
“from the success of this initial product release, we 

found that the next natural step was to expand this 

product line into the growing tortillas market. The Stand 

‘n Stuff™ Tortilla was a clear extension of the original 

hard taco success. With the tortilla market experiencing 

high growth, we wanted to create an option that would 

allow consumers the same “easy to fill” experience that 

we achieved in the hard taco portfolio. The launch of the 

Stand ‘n Stuff™ Tortilla included two variants - Stand ‘n 

Stuff™ Tortillas, for easy customisation, and Stand ‘n 

Stuff™ Taco Kit, which ensured we covered an option in 

our “Kits” segment. over the years the Stand ‘n Stuff™ 

platform was strongly promoted above the line, drawing 

high awareness with the Australian portfolio and making 

it synonymous with the old el Paso™ brand.”
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WE fouND that oNE LIMItatIoN of thIS CatEgorY for CoNSuMErS WaS thE MESS 
that IS INvoLvED IN thE ProCESS of MakINg aND EatINg a taCo or BurrIto. 
aLoNgSIDE thIS, WIth thE groWINg INtErESt IN ExotIC aND INtErNatIoNaL fooDS, 
auStraLIaN CoNSuMErS arE Not afraID to trY NEW fILLINgS aND DIShES

SPotLIght #3 | old el Paso sTand ‘n sTuFF

Were there signif icant discoveries and/or pivots?
“Paramount to this innovation was the technology to 

produce the Stand ‘n Stuff™ Tortillas. This took a few 

years for the product to match expectations. We knew we 

had a winning concept from the beginning; however, the 

now patented technology to make the Stand ‘n Stuff™ 

Tortillas needed to be created by a team of engineers. This 

was not as straightforward a process that we had for the 

Stand ‘n Stuff™ Hard Shell Tacos, which could be made 

from existing technology. from concept to delivery, the 

process took a few years. Apart from technical issues, 

the other major issue was in forecasting demand for the 

product. It resonated so strongly with consumers that we 

couldn’t match supply and demand. line extensions to 

the range have been developed and launch in Australia 

and new Zealand in recent months.”

Was the launch customised to the market or was it 
developed globally/regionally?
“Initially we launched the Stand ‘n Stuff™ Tortillas 

in the United States, before we rolled the product out 

across europe and Australia with an integrated media 

support campaign.. The advertising campaign was 

developed by the old el Paso™ regional brand team and 

the communication platform is used in both europe and 

Australia.” 

brand sTorY
How did the launch contribute to your overall brand 
performance?
“The launch of the Stand ‘n Stuff™ Tortilla range is now 

one of the best performing products within the portfolio, 

making up 8.8% of the total old el Paso™ Mexican 

value, while Stand ‘n Stuff™ Hard Tacos make up 6.6%. 

Therefore, the total Stand ‘n Stuff™ range is 21.6% of the 

total old el Paso™ portfolio. our Tv ads feature a family 

with kids, which is relevant to the occasion of eating a 

family meal. As kids grow up and leave the family, we 

are seeing them continue to consume old el Paso™. 

The kits are highly customisable and popular with young 

transitioning millennials.”

Any post-launch optimising?
“We had above-the-line support via a Tv campaign, which 

was important in driving awareness for the platform. 

for the first time in old el Paso™ history, a brand 

ambassador was introduced to represent the brand, in the 

form of danny Trejo. The Tv campaign had a massive roI 

and allowed us to advertise our existing portfolio as well 

as the new product launch. We focus on driving a single 

message through our campaigns, improving overall brand 

resonance and recall. We also developed through the line 

advertising, including links from Tv, in store and on-shelf 

campaigns which was key to driving trials during launch 

period.”

What were the surprises?
“We found that the biggest surprise was the ongoing 

performance of the platform affirming this format was 

key in meeting consumer need of “easy to fill and eat” 

Mexican. We also found that the Stand ‘n Stuff™ range 

performed better in Australia than other markets.” 

inTernal learninGs
Any post-launch optimising?
“We have developed new flavour options for both the 

Stand ‘n Stuff™ Hard Taco and Stand ‘n Stuff™ Tortillas 

platforms to offer consumers versatility within their 

favourite Mexican platform. We now offer both white and 

whole wheat tortillas.”

What were the surprises?
“Mexican food as a cuisine trend has had significant 

growth in Australia over the last few years. So much so 

that more space is now dedicated to Mexican foods in 

the international aisle in supermarkets. Stand ‘n Stuff™ 

Tortillas range has become the number two product in the 

portfolio after just two years.”

iSource: nielsen

Minja podvorac - Brand Manager and Sarah Baldwin - Marketing 
Manager - world Foods, general Mills
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c o n c l u s i o n
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Breakthrough innovation is 
within everyone’s reach: 

Market leaders, smaller players, 
global manufacturers and local 
companies.

Your category might be growing 
or declining. It might be 
dominated by few players or 
fragmented and crowded with 
high or low innovation focus. 
Breakthrough launches can 
involve a new brand, extend an 
existing brand into a new category 
or create a line extension, 
provided there is an unmet 
consumer demand or aspiration 
that can fuel your innovation. 
don’t follow trends, existing 
consumers’ habits, category 
drivers or needs of your brand 
buyers. Use this information to 
stay relevant to your consumers 
in your territory. Innovate to 
conquer new territories: discover 
occasions of non-consumption 
and your non-buyers. follow 
their struggles, recurring 
frustrations, compensating or 
unexpected behaviours, trade-
offs, compromises and unmet 
aspirations. Innovate to resolve 
these situations!

Innovation is a science, not 
luck or magic. The demand-
driven approach is the causal 
mechanism of successful 
innovation. demand-driven 
insight, development and 
activation are the key steps 
and guiding principles of 
breakthrough success. 
Implementing the demand-
driven innovation system can 
convert your innovation activity 
into a game-changing innovation 
outcome.

clearly understanding 
circumstances of consumer 
struggle and defining the job to 
be done are essential parts of 
your journey toward breakthrough 
innovation. Make it simple, 
be able to explain it to your 
eight-year-old kid. Applying 

Jobs Theory will lead to more 
relevant consumer insights, 
more impactful initiatives and 
will provide confidence during 
activation.

Breakthrough winners 
challenge the existing category 
boundaries. This is not just 
a symptom of success, it is a 
direct consequence of seeing 
opportunities through the lens 
of jobs. This is shown with our 
winners; Arnotts recognized a 
job to be done solving for the the 
lack of lighter savoury options 
for women, Helga’s identified 
the the job in offering a healthier 
choice for those looking for more 
balanced diet, and old el Paso 
job solved for the traditional 
mess associated eating tacos. 
category expansion is possible 
and many Breakthrough Winners 
provide clear evidence of it.

read the stories of the 
Breakthrough Innovation 
Winners in Australia! They are 
all great illustrations of the 
causal mechanism of innovation 
success. They can provide you 
with inspiration and energy 
to develop and launch your 
breakthrough ideas and achieve 
breathtaking outcomes with your 
new products.

our breakthrough innovation 
analysis helped us uncover 
the guiding principles of 
breakthrough success, but 
our journey is not complete! 
We consistently come across 
new questions and new areas 
of investigation, and we shall 
continue our efforts in bring 
industry leading thought 
leadership on innovation with the 
next issues of our Breakthrough 
Innovation report.

Contact	your	Nielsen	
representative	to	invite	our	
Innovation	Team	to	share	more	
about	Jobs	Theory	and	the	factors	
of	innovation	success.
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NIELSEN INNovatIoN SoLutIoNS
Innovation is not random – it’s a science that can be replicated again and again if you have the right analytical 

tools and support systems. Used separately or all together, nielsen’s portfolio of innovation solutions can help 

manufacturers launch successful innovations faster, more effectively and more consistently.

Prior To The launCh

deMand & oPPorTuniTY idenTiFiCaTion
nielsen demand Advisor uncovers category white space opportunities and unfulfilled 

consumer needs so you can develop winning strategies to grow your brand. Use it to identify 

a road map for developing new products, reposition current brands or assess the overall 

health of your existing brands against competitors.

>> watch video - http://innovation.nielsen.com/demand-advisor

PiPeline PrioriTisaTion / earlY idea sCreeninG
nielsen Idea Screen uses nielsen’s proprietary factors for Success model to evaluate many 

early stage ideas so you can enable fewer, better initiatives to progress.

>> watch video - http://innovation.nielsen.com/innovationanalytics2

ConCePT oPTiMisaTion
Using patented evolutionary algorithms, nielsen optimiser allows you to test hundreds to 

millions of propositions for your new product, helping you to identify the very best options 

while also saving time and money on iterative testing. It’s proven to increase revenue for new 

products by 4.4X.

>> watch video - http://innovation.nielsen.com/optimizer

ConCePT sCreeninG & ForeCasTinG
Using nielsen’s proprietary factors for SuccessTM model, Snapshot helps you determine if 

your initiative has the potential to succeed in market. Additionally, it prioritises concepts to 

optimise and refine. BASeS 1 provides an exhaustive evaluation of your concept’s success 

potential, including a revenue forecast.

>> watch video - http://innovation.nielsen.com/innovationanalytics2

ProduCT TesTinG
does your product live up to the marketing promise? BASeS 2 answers that question by 

enabling you to test your product in home with consumers. It provides the most accurate 

revenue forecast for your product, as well as guidance on how to improve. Snapshot 2 

delivers a quick and early read of your product’s potential so you can uncover possible risks 

earlier in your process.
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durinG The launCh

ColleCTinG FeedbaCk FroM shoPPers sinCe daY 1 
do you know who is shopping your newly launched product and why they purchase it? nielsen 

new Product Alert is a solution that measures your new product performance as soon as it hits 

the shelf. Using nielsen Homescan shopper panel with 10,000 households we can collect ongoing 

feedback on intent to purchase, planned vs. impulse purchase, product satisfaction and many 

more. 

aFTer The launCh

MeasurinG PerForManCe aFTer The launCh
A range of Trial and repeat analyses can measure the development of a new product in terms 

of its ability to attract new buyers and convert them to repeat purchasers. It describes triallist, 

repeaters and rejecters in terms of such characteristics as their household size, age, income etc.

furthermore, it provides information on how shoppers first entered a brand franchise and tracks 

their subsequent purchases within the franchise. 

A Sourcerer analysis evaluates pre and post new launch sales to assess actual fluctuation 

caused by a new launch. Ultimately, Sourcerer helps you to understand whether your product is 

incremental to the category.

contact your nielsen account team to find the best solution for 
your product or email nielsenInnovationAus@nielsen.com.  
We can help you at at any stage of the innovation process.

PaCkaGe desiGn TesTinG
nielsen design category Audit assesses your current pack against category competitors so you can 

understand what’s working and not working, leading to a more informed brief.

nielsen design navigator helps you to find the best design direction for your brand by enabling 

broader creative exploration and objective design measurement based on stand-out, preference and 

brand fit. It increases stand-out by 34% and sales volume by 5.5% on average.

>> watch video - http://innovation.nielsen.com/design-solutions

line and PriCe oPTiMisaTion
nielsen’s line and Price optimiser identifies the best portfolio pricing and assortment to maximise 

new product revenue and incrementality for the business. Using predictive, choice-based analytics, 

consumers trade-off decisions in store can be simulated. Additionally, you can assess the potential 

risk of cannibalisation when considering new products, pack sizes and prices.

>> watch video - http://innovation.nielsen.com/line-and-price-optimizer
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aCknowledGeMenTs

It has been a privilege for our team to get involved 

in discussions with people who have developed and 

launched the 2016 breakthrough winners. We would 

like to thank our senior professionals who spent 

time with us discussing their paths to success:  

Hearing your stories first hand was a remarkable 

experience for us.

These professionals include: 
carina Georgoulas, felicity Winchester, Karen 

Sterling-levis, Minja Podvorac and Sarah Baldwin 

for providing their commentary within the winner 

spotlight.

Many people were involved at various stages of 

our projects, sharing their experience and tips to 

handle and analyse the incredible amount of data. 

Special thanks to Kosta conomos, rahim ladha, 

Jill Harmon, Talitha Maturure, Grzegorz Zacharski, 

nielsen client service partners and nielsen’s 

Innovation team.

A special thanks to Mike cullerne who was the 

thinker behind visualising Australia’s innovation 

success via a red dot on a golf ball. Mike presented 

this at the recent Joe Berry competition finals. We 

thought it was great and appreciate you letting us 

borrow your idea! 

abouT The researCh

nielsen’s Australian Breakthrough Innovation 

report is part of a series of reports that cover the 

globe, and together form facts, insights and thought 

leadership on Innovation for marketers, based on 

real observations of impactful launches in the past 

years. This is our opportunity to give something 

back to the industry, to help everyone improve 

innovation outcomes, to make every penny invested 

in innovation go further. 

Information about potential winners have come 
from different sources:
•	 nielsen has used our proprietary 

Homescan Shopper panel to identify 

innovations in Australia.

•	 To identify the winners we also used the 

market knowledge of our Australian client 

Business partners coupled with the nielsen 

Innovation Team.
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disclAimEr
The information contained in this report is based on compilations 

and/or estimates representing nielsen’s opinion based on its analysis 

of data and other information, including data from sample households 

and/or other sources that may not be under nielsen’s control. nielsen 

shall not be liable for any use of or reliance on the information

contained in this report.

About niElsEn
nielsen Holdings plc (nYSe: nlSn) is a global performance management 

company that provides a comprehensive understanding of what consumers 

watch and buy. nielsen’s Watch segment provides media and advertising 

clients with Total Audience measurement services for all devices on which 

content — video, audio and text — is consumed. The Buy segment offers 

consumer packaged goods manufacturers and retailers the industry’s only 

global view of retail performance measurement. By integrating information 

from its Watch and Buy segments and other data sources, nielsen also 

provides its clients with analytics that help improve performance. nielsen, 

an S&P 500 company, has operations in over 100 countries, covering more 

than 90% of the world’s population.
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